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CHAPTER

ONE

LET’S GET YOU SET UP WITH OSU! ON YOUR MACOS-POWERED
DEVICE!

1.1 Getting started
Community-developed osu! Wineskins are the best way to play osu-stable on your Mac.
• Install them using our installation guide
• Get started with our new users section
• Find fixes to your issue using our knowledge base

1.2 Need help?
A small but dedicated volunteer support team is available. Visit us on the macOS Wineskin thread or start your own
thread in the Help subforum.
• Along with a detailed description of your issue, attach your log files from Troubleshooting Basics in a neverexpire pastebin such as paste.gg
• If creating a thread, put macOS and Wineskin in your thread title.
• Our commmunity support members are volunteers, ranging from osu! support team members to people helping
out in their free time. A response may take upwards to a week, although generally you should receive one within
a day or two.

1.3 Other options
If you prefer, other options are available, including the official (but abandoned) Wineskin from ppy, or other alternatives
(that won’t let you play ranked). These docs won’t cover these options in great detail but they’re pretty straightforward
to get started with.
• Use peppy’s official Wineskin
• Try out osu!lazer, which is the upcoming major release to osu! that runs natively on macOS and Linux
• Download opsu! - an unofficial osu! client that runs natively on macOS and Linux
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1.4 Disclaimers
Warning: This information is supplied by volunteers in good faith. However, we are not responsible if it doesn’t
work, your computer sets on fire, or you start the next thermonuclear war. We do our best to make sure the
information here is safe for you, your osu! account and your computer, but you proceed at your own risk.

Tip: Don’t play osu! in maths class.
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2.1 Installing osu!
This guide will walk you through how to install Technocoder’s latest Wineskin, which will let you play osu! on macOS.
Warning: This section only applies to users who are using macOS Catalina 10.15.0 to 10.15.4
If you don’t know what specific macOS version you’re using, use this Apple support article to learn how to find out.

Danger: Although your computer will not be harmed from disabling SIP, it may compromise the integrity of your
computer’s security.
Please be informed about the risks of disabling SIP. Consider updating macOS instead. We are not responsible if
something goes wrong.
You can learn more about SIP in this Apple support article.
Apple recently introduced changes to how macOS works. New Macs come with System Integrity Protection (SIP).
Therefore, in order to run osu!mac on macOS Catalina 10.15.0 to 10.15.4 you need to disable SIP. These instructions
are quoted from the Apple Developer documentation.
To disable SIP, do the following:
1. Restart your computer in Recovery mode.
• Turn on your Mac and immediately press and hold these two keys: Command () and R.
• Release the keys when you see an Apple logo, spinning globe or other startup screen.
• You may be prompted to enter a password, such as a firmware password or the password of a user who is
an administrator of this Mac. Enter the requested password to continue.
2. Launch Terminal from the Utilities menu. It should be in the menu bar at the top of your screen.
3. Run the command csrutil disable.
4. Restart your computer. You can do so from the top menu bar (just like you would normally)
Once you have SIP disabled, you can begin to install osu!.
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2.1.1 Step 1: Download the Wineskin
1. Download Technocoder’s Rosetta Wineskin from the osu! forums
2. Extract the .zip file
3. Move the extracted folder outside of your Downloads folder (to avoid sandboxing)
4. Download Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent program from the osu! forums
Note: The Rosetta Wineskin is the best Wineskin for playing osu! on macOS, and works on all systems and most
macOS versions, including Intel and Apple Silicon computers.
You can learn more about different Wineskins available at Choosing a Wineskin

Note: Downloading Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent program is recommended but optional. It’s a great tool that
every macOS Wineskin player should have. However, alternative instructions using the Terminal are provided for those
who are comfortable with digging deeper.

2.1.2 Step 2: Repair the Wineskin

If you try to open the Wineskin immediately, macOS might say that it’s broken. If it does, let’s fix that.
1. Open osu!macOS Agent
2. Click the Troubleshoot tab
3. Click Scan
4. Once the scan is complete, click Repair
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If it was successful, you should see a Fixed indicator next to Quarantine attribute is present in the log.

Note: If you are using a Mac with Apple Silicon, then you might be prompted to install Rosetta (if you haven’t already).
Just go ahead and click Install.

2.1. Installing osu!
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On the bleeding edge? You can also use the Terminal to repair your Wineskin.
1. Open Terminal. It should be in your Applications/Utilities folder.
2. Type the following command.
sudo xattr -rd com.apple.quarantine "~/path/to/my/osu\!.app"
where ~/path/to/my/osu\!.app is the filepath to your osu! install.
Note: For tips on using the terminal, go here.

Warning: Using the terminal with sudo will allow you to perform commands as admin. Improper use of the
terminal can negatively affect your computer. Please don’t type something you don’t completely understand - ask
us a question instead!

2.1.3 Step 3: Updating osu!
If osu! is stuck in an update loop when you first open it, try these steps. Otherwise, feel free to skip it.
Tip: If you ever have trouble closing osu! once it’s stuck in an update loop, see Common issues: osu! won’t close.
1. Open osu!macOS Agent
2. Click the Other tab
3. Click Update osu!
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This will download the latest executable from the osu! servers and replace the existing osu!.exe inside your Wineskin
wrapper.
1. Download osu.exe from osu.ppy.sh/home/download
2. Locate where osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
3. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
4. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c.
5. From here, click osu!.
6. From here, locate osu!.exe and replace this file with the updated version that you just downloaded - make sure
you keep the filename the same

2.1. Installing osu!
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2.1.4 Step 4: Run osu!
Now everything should be good to go! Open osu!.app and try it out!
• Did things not go to plan? Check out Common issues for fixes to commonly-experienced problems
• Ask a question on the osu! forum thread if you need help
• If everything turned out fine, check out Welcome to osu! to improve your osu! experience before you start
clicking circles
• Learn how to import beatmaps and skins
• Transfer your data from previous versions of osu!

2.2 Choosing a Wineskin
Note: What is a Wineskin?
A Wineskin is a wrapper that bundles the compatibility layer Wine with Windows executables like osu!, to enable them
to run on POSIX/Unix-based operating systems like macOS and Linux. A Wineskin allows a preconfigured version of
Wine to be bundled as one app so that you can get right into the game without messing about with the settings.
There’s a bunch of community-maintained osu! Wineskins out there, and osu!mac highlights three of them.
• Technocoder’s Rosetta Wineskin
• Technocoder’s Intel Wineskin
• slc’s Mojave Wineskin
Other Wineskins like the ones below also exist, but we don’t provide documentation or support for them.
• peppy’s official Wineskin (2016)
• Mic238’s Wineskin
For most users, we recommend using the latest Wineskin, which is Technocoder’s Rosetta Wineskin. It is the only
Wineskin that will consistently get updates and support, and has support for almost any modern Mac computer, including:
• Intel x86 based machines
• ARM-based Apple Silicon machines, including the new M1 chip
• Any modern version of macOS, including Mojave, Catalina, and Big Sur
You should only use other Wineskins if you need them for compatibility or troubleshooting reasons. They will be
outdated and support may be more limited.
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2.3 Welcome to osu!
Now that you’ve gotten set up with osu!, let’s make the gameplay experience better for you.
• Importing beatmaps and skins
• Setting up your screen options
• Transferring data from another osu! installation
• New to osu? Check out osu!academy, a great resource for every new osu! player.
Still need help? Check out Common issues or ask for help on the osu! forums.

2.4 Setting up your screen options
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
This section will help you adjust your screen options to your liking. Even if you’re happy with the default settings, it’s
a good idea to familiarise yourself with the other alternatives available.
Your osu! wrapper by slc comes with two graphics drivers:
• Mac driver - a modern window system that has better performance than its X11 counterpart
• X11 driver - the legacy window system that features better compatibility and customisation
By default, slc’s Wineskin wrapper uses the Mac driver. To configure this, you will need to access the Wineskin
settings by performing the following:
Note: If you get an error saying “Wineskin cannot be opened because it is from an unidentified developer”, right click
on Wineskin and click Open, then proceed through the warning dialog.
1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin
4. A window like the one below should pop up. Click Set Screen Options

2.3. Welcome to osu!
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Now, you should now be able to edit your Screen Options.

From here, you’ll be able to choose between the Mac driver or the X11 driver, as well as modify a number of other
options.
Important: If you intend on using the X11 driver, you should install XQuartz 2.7.11 or higher.
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• If you want to play at near-native performance, choose the Mac driver. You will lose configurability in exchange
for performance, including difficulties in playing in non-fullscreen display modes.
– When you first play with the Mac driver you’ll be unable to access any other applications or system UI
elements (and it will blank out your second monitor too) - something that can be worked around but not
entirely perfected. You can view the workaround here.
• If you need legacy support, would like to play osu! in a window, or need the extra customisation, choose the X11
driver.
– Need to make configuration changes? Change the Default Settings radio buttons to Override. You’ll then
be able to play around with your configuration to suit your preferences.
– Using the X11 driver? You can also try enabling Direct3D Boost - some users have reported better graphics
with this turned on.
To save your changes, click the red circular close icon in the top-left corner of the window, then click Quit in the
Wineskin window.
Note: Case studies:
I like to play osu! in a window, so I’m using the X11 driver with Virtual Desktop enabled, Windowed mode, with a
standard resolution of 1920x1080.
If I wanted to play osu! fullscreen, I’d choose the Mac driver, and since I have a Retina MacBook Pro, I would enable
the Retina display option.

Danger: Turning on Compatibility Mode in osu! may crash your game.
If you turned on Compatibility Mode and now osu! crashes on startup, see Common issues: osu! was unable to
obtain a graphics context..

Warning: It is generally advised not to modify the osu! in-game resolution since it will usually automatically
adjust to what you have set in Wine (or if you need to adjust it, set it to osu!’s detected native resolution). Modifying
otherwise may cause your osu! to crash.

If your osu! crashes after a graphics settings modification in-game, see Common issues: osu! was unable to
obtain a graphics context..

2.4. Setting up your screen options
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2.5 Importing beatmaps and skins
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

Note: If you’re new to osu! and don’t know how all this beatmap and skin stuff work:
• Adding beatmapsets on osu! knowledge base
• Skinning FAQ on osu! knowledge base

Note: osu!macOS Agent can automatically move beatmaps and skins from your Downloads folder. Just make sure to
enable the checkboxes inside osu!macOS Agent settings. More information available below.

2.5.1 Importing beatmaps and skins
Importing beatmaps into osu! is quite easy, and there’s a number of ways you can get this to work with your osu!
Wineskin.
Using osu!macOS Agent
You can have beatmaps automatically moved from your Downloads folder to osu!, with the help of Technocoder’s
osu!macOS Agent program. To enable this:
1. Open osu!macOS Agent
2. In the General tab, locate the Location: field. Make sure this points to your osu! install (e.g /Users/Adrian/
Desktop/osu!.app)
3. Enable the following checkboxes
• Automatically move beatmaps from Downloads
• Automatically move skins from Downloads
You can also enable
• Automatically open replays from Downloads
4. Leave osu!macOS Agent running. The next time you download a beatmap from the osu! website, it should
automatically move to your osu! wrapper. Then just hit F5 (beatmaps) or Ctrl-Alt-Shift-S (skins) to refresh.
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Drag and drop
You might also be able to drag and drop beatmaps and skins into osu! directly. In my personal experience this only
works with Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support.
If osu! is full screen, you can use Mission Control (F4 key) to switch between windows.
Click to import
Note: Users have reported issues with this on newer wrappers such as Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina
10.15 support, see community/forums/posts/7805376 and Gcenx/WineskinServer/issues/47. In the meantime, use an
alternative import method.
You can set up osu! to automatically open and import a beatmap or skin when you click on it in your Downloads folder
or web browser.
1. Download a random osu beatmap or skin (and get the osz file)
2. Right click on osu!.app
3. Click Show Package Contents
4. Navigate to drive_c/osu!/Songs and drag & drop your osz or osk beatmap into there
5. Go back a few folders until you reach Wineskin.app, and click to pen it!
6. Click Advanced. You should see a screen like the one below

Note the Associated Extensions section. If the osz2, osr, osz and osu extensions aren’t there, add them using the +
button.
To verify that this has all been set up correctly:
6. Click Tools, then click Command Line (cmd). A console-like should open (it takes a while tho)
2.5. Importing beatmaps and skins
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7. Type explorer.exe
8. Navigate to My Computer\osu!\Songs in the window that appears and locate the osz beatmap you just dropped
9. Right click on the file, click Properties and verify it worked. It should look like the image below.
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Note: This method tends to be more unreliable than the others listed and you may experience varying degrees of
success.

Manual import
To manually import a beatmap into osu!, follow the following instructions:
1. Find your Songs directory
• Locate where osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
• Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
• You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c.
• From here, click osu!.
• From here, locate Songs
Tip: You can create an alias or shortcut pointed to your Songs directory, in somewhere handy like your Desktop. Then
you can quickly access the folder whenever you want to drop beatmaps in.
To create an alias, click on the Songs folder, then go to File > Make Alias - then put this alias somewhere where you
can easly access it.
2. Find a beatmap on osu.ppy.sh. For this example, we’ll use Ryofuka’s crossing field.
3. Just like you would normally, click the Download button to download the beatmap.
4. You should now have a .osz file in your Downloads file. Drag and drop this file into the Songs directory we
located before.

Tip: To avoid potential import issues, remove any non-alphabetical characters (numbers and hyphens are fine)

Note: Yep, my beatmap folder is very empty (but yours won’t be! Unless it is, of course..)
5. If you don’t have osu! open already, open it now. Then in-game, press F5
Note: Unless you have function keys enabled, you may need to press the Fn button at the same time.
1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin
4. A window like the one below should pop up. Click Advanced

2.5. Importing beatmaps and skins
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5. Click the Options tab
6. Select Use F1, F2, etc. as standard function keys

Tip: You can do all of this while leaving osu! running open in the background!

2.5.2 A note about importing skins
Importing skins is largely the same process, except instead of the Songs directory, use the Skins directory, and to
reload osu! use Ctrl-Alt-Shift-S instead of F5.
You can then select your skin as normal from the osu! in-game settings menu.
Note: Treat this as if you were working on a Windows system. If the skin is compressed, you’ll probably need to
uncompress it. You can use something like The Unarchiver or even your in-built Archive Utility to do this (though
Archive Utility might not have so much fun with .rar or .7zip files)
See the osu! knowledge base for more info.
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2.5.3 Related links
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7756512

2.6 Transferring data from another osu! installation
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

Note: You can also use these same instructions to transfer your osu! configuration file (we’ve left it out to keep
the instructions clean). Your osu! configuration file is entitled osu.yourcomputername.cfg. For example, my
configuration file is called osu!.Adrian.cfg and it looks like this:

It is located in the same directory as your Songs or Skins directories.
Danger: You should remove all screen-resolution related properties as this may crash your game (see Common
issues: osu! was unable to obtain a graphics context.) - be careful out there!

Danger: Before transferring and deleting osu! data off your old osu! installation, back it up! Backing osu! files
up is as easy as copying the entire osu! folder onto an external hard drive - and this is something all osu! players
should do anyway!

2.6. Transferring data from another osu! installation
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Danger: Noone is responsible if you lose all your data - back up your data and take extreme care if you have
particularly special osu! game files.

2.6.1 Transferring from a different osu! Wineskin
Well this is about to get meta
Beatmaps, Skins, Songs & Skins
To transfer Songs or Skins from another osu! Wineskin:
1. In your old osu! Wineskin, locate your Songs directory, Skins directory, Scores.db file and Data/r directory.
• Locate where your old osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
• Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
• You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c.
• From here, click osu!
• From here, locate the directories listed above.
Note: Alternatively, you could try replacing the entire drive_c/osu! directory.
2. Then, in your new osu! Wineskin, locate the same directories from before, that’s your Songs directory, Skins
directory, Scores.db file and Data/r directory.
• Locate where your new osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
• Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
• You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c.
• From here, click osu!
• From here, locate the directories listed above.
Note: If you are replacing the entire drive_c/osu! directory then make sure you replace appropriately.
3. Replace the corresponding files and directories in your new osu! Wineskin with that from your old osu! Wineskin.
Danger: Don’t delete your osu! game data from your old osu! Wineskin until you’re absolutely certain everything
works fine, and always make a backup of your osu! game data periodically.
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2.6.2 Transferring from Windows
Beatmaps, Skins, Replays & Scores
To transfer Songs or Skins from an osu! installation on Windows:
1. In Windows, open osu!
2. Inside the game, open in-game settings (you can use the Ctrl-O shortcut to perform this)

3. Click Open osu! folder
4. It should show you your osu! installation directory:

2.6. Transferring data from another osu! installation
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5. Highlighted are your Songs and Skins directories, but this folder also contains your Scores.db file and your
Data\r (replays) folder. Put this on a USB drive or someplace which you can access from your Mac later on.
Note: Alternatively, you could try replacing the entire drive_c/osu! directory.
6. On your Mac, locate your osu! Wineskin and locate your Songs directory, Skins directory, Scores.db file and
Data/r directory.
• Locate where your new osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
• Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
• You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c.
• From here, click osu!.
• From here, locate the directories listed above.
7. Replace the corresponding files and directories in your new osu! Wineskin with that from your Windows install
of osu!.
Note: If you are replacing the entire drive_c/osu! directory then make sure you replace appropriately.

Danger: Don’t delete your osu! game data from your Windows installation until you’re absolutely certain everything works fine, and make a backup of your osu! game data periodically.
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2.6.3 Transferring to osu!lazer
Transferring game data from osu! on Wine to a local osu!lazer installation is currently not possible at this time, but it
is likely to come in the future.
The reason is because the in-built “Import from Stable” buttons in osu!lazer use registry keys to determine where your
install of osu-stable is (and obviously macOS doesn’t have registry keys).
You should import your beatmaps and skins manually instead.
Feel free to contribute though to the development of osu!lazer and get a custom install path function set up.
Note: Technically, it is possible to transfer game data to osu!lazer, but there is no available end user solution at this
time.
jorolf’s osu-lazer-beatmap-importer allows you to zip your osu-stable (under Wine) files and then open them with
osu!lazer. But it’s Windows only, and while I could probably make it work on macOS, like most of the things in my
life I don’t have a lot of time on my hands right now.
If you’re wlling to mess around a bit with some code, feel free to fork the repo (which is licensed under the MIT License)
and work on making a port to macOS.

2.6.4 Transferring from osu!lazer
Transferring game data from osu!lazer to an osu! on Wine installation is currently not possible at this time.
This is because the filetypes used by osu-stable and osu!lazer are very different.

2.6. Transferring data from another osu! installation
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(above) osu!lazer file directory setup.
(below) osu-stable fle directory setup.
yes I know I only have one beatmap .osz in my stable install.

You should import your beatmaps and skins manually instead.
Note: Technically, it is possible to transfer game data from osu!lazer, but there is no available end user solution at this
time.
For someone who plays more on lazer than stable, having a beatmap importer that could import files from lazer to
stable sure would be useful!
And actually, that already exists.
Ringosham’s Lazer exporter has a number of features that make importing and exporting beatmaps on osu!lazer quite
easy, including being able to export Lazer beatmaps to .osz. Naisu.
Unfortunately, it only works on Windows, and while I could probably make it work on macOS, and as previously
mentioned, like most of the things in my life I don’t have a lot of time on my hands right now :(
If you’re wlling to mess around a bit with some code, feel free to fork the repo (which is licensed under the Apache-2.
License) and work on making a port to macOS.
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2.7 Common issues
This section is a repository of common issues (and potential fixes) other users have experienced in the past with getting
osu! to run on Mac. If your problem is not listed here, feel free to ask on the forums.

2.8 Troubleshooting Basics
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
This article is designed to give you the basics in troubleshooting osu!mac issues. It contains information on how to
generate a report, troubleshooting techniques specific to Wine, and tips for communicating with other people in the
osu!mac community.

2.8.1 First steps
To help us understand your issue a bit better, please perform the following initial troubleshooting & diagnostic steps as
listed below. You can use this information to diagnose an issue yourself, or to request support on the forums.
Step 1: See Common Issues
Many issues already have solutions available to them. Check out the installation guide, Common Issue section on
osu!mac and the outdated troubleshooting guide.
Here are some common ones we’ve been experiencing recently.
• Wineskin.app doesn’t open, even if osu! does / exec[number].bat problem
• osu! has graphical glitches, or isn’t rendering icons/CJK fonts properly
• Apple Silicon / Big Sur issues
• Discord Rich Presence (32-bit Wineskins)
Step 2: Report and repair using osu!macOS Agent
1. Download the latest version of Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent - older versions may have incompatibilities or
bugs, especially with newer wrappers.
2. Once it finishes downloading, open osu!macOS Agent.
3. If you haven’t already done so, click the Select button and browse to osu!.app's location. The text box should
display its filepath (e.g ~/Users/firefly/Desktop/osu!.app) and Wine Engine (e.g WS11WineCX64Bit19.
0.1-1)
4. Select the Troubleshoot tab, then click Scan.
5. After the scan completes, click Repair.
6. If this doesn’t fix your issue, click Copy Report. Copy the contents into a reply to this thread and we’ll do our
best to help you out! Please don’t forget to do a Test Run as outlined in the next step.
2.7. Common issues
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Tip: osu!macOS Agent is a useful program every osu-stable player under Wine should have!

Step 3: Generating a Test Run through Wineskin
1. Locate your osu! installation.
2. Right click on it, then select Show Package Contents.
3. Open Wineskin.
4. Click Advanced.
5. Click Test Run. If osu! starts successfully (even with glitches), you can then close the program down.

6. Once osu! has either closed or crashed, a dialog will pop up asking you whether you want to view Test Run
Logs. Click Yes.
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7. Two plain-text files will appear. One contains information about your system and Wineskin, while the other
provides a log of errors, warnings and events that were recorded while your Wineskin was operating. Copy the
results of your Test Run logs to a pastebin such as paste.ubuntu.com set to never expire. It is now ready to share
with others! Feel free to contact us on the osu! on Mac forum thread if you need any help.

2.8.2 Additional troubleshooting
Here are some additional troubleshooting tips that might help you diagnose and fix any issues you’re experiencing.
Accessing the insides of your Wineskin
Generally speaking, you can access the Package Contents of your Wineskin by right clicking on osu!.app and selecting
Show Package Contents.
Three items should now appear:
• Contents is a directory that Wineskin uses to store all its files - generally you won’t need to access this folder for
troubleshooting
• drive_c_ is an alias (shortcut) that represents a Windows filesystem which Wine imitates
• Wineskin is the program you use to manage, edit, and troubleshoot your Wineskin

Locating osu! crash logs
Just like on Windows, osu! will generate it’s own crash logs that can be useful for troubleshooting.
If a dialog like the one below appears:

2.8. Troubleshooting Basics
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Click on the window. You should be able to view the crash logs now:

2.8. Troubleshooting Basics
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You can also find more logs under the Logs folder in your drive_c directory. To do this:
1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c
4. Then, click osu!
5. Select Logs
Your log files should be present here.

2.8.3 Generating a report with osu!macOS Agent
To generate a report with Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent:
1. Open osu!macOS Agent (duh)
2. Click the Troubleshoot report
3. Click Scan
4. Upon completion of the scan, click Copy Report
• Save this to a text file or someplace where you won’t forget
Tip: osu!macOS Agent is a useful program every osu-stable player under Wine should have!

2.8.4 Generating logs for Wineskin
If your Wineskin isn’t starting or working properly, you can try diagnosing the issue with a Test Run of your Wineskin,
that will produce logs that will describe any problems in detail.
To generate a Wineskin log:
1. Open the Wineskin program by following these instructions
2. Click the Advanced tab
3. Click the Test Run button

2.8. Troubleshooting Basics
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4. If osu! starts, you can close the program immediately (unless you need to test an issue that occurs at a particular
moment in time, like when editing beatmaps)
5. A window like the one below will appear. Click Yes

Two plain-text files will appear. One contains information about your system and Wineskin, while the other provides a
log of errors, warnings and events that were recorded while your Wineskin was operating.
Save both of these to a text file or someplace where you won’t forget. If you’re generating logs for another person, you
can use a pastebin such as paste.ubuntu.com to share your log files with them.
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Communicating your issues with other people
We want to help you get osu! running on your macOS-powered device, so to make the process as easy as possible for
everyone involved, it’s important to be clear and concise right from the get-go.
Please do:
• Work through the First steps section before posting for help
• See the Common issues section to see if there’s a fix you can try
• Describe your issue in lots and lots of detail
– You can make a distinction between expected behaviour (what you think is supposed to happen) and actual
behaviour (what actually ends up happening) in your issue report
• Provide information on when/why your issue happens (if you know)
• Provide information about your computer specs and the wrapper you used
• Attach screenshots and log files (from both osu!macOS Agent and Wineskin
• Tell us what you’ve already tried to do
The best place to report issues is on the osu! forums and the osu! for macOS support thread - make sure you put macOS
in the title of your post (so other people know ofc).

2.9 Performance Troubleshooting
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
Performance issues are often difficult to isolate, and fixes and problems will vary for various users. If you are experiencing performance or stability issues, try following this guide step by step.
Note: Close all programs when troubleshooting performance issues, as they often interfere with the running game.

Note: Using a high polling rate is known to cause performance issues on osu!. For information, see Performance
issues with high-polling rate mice

2.9. Performance Troubleshooting
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2.9.1 Modify in-game settings
Try adjusting your in-game osu! settings, using the default skin. Try experimenting with lower graphics settings.
Note: You can monitor latency and framerate with the FPS counter, which can be enabled under Graphics in the
in-game options.

Using MyPcSucks
You can modify your osu!.User.cfg file and insert MyPcSucks=0 to the bottom of the file, which will automatically
optimise osu! for performance.
1. Right click on osu!
2. Click Show Package Contents
3. Navigate to drive_c/osu!/osu!.User.cfg where User is the name of your current user account name
4. Open in TextEdit
5. At the bottom of the file, add MyPcSucks = 0
Danger: Never share this file with anyone, as it contains your (hashed) username and password.

2.9.2 Try a clean or alternative wrapper
• Sometimes, you can isolate whether a performance-heavy skin or toggle performance setting by simply downloading again.
• Or, you can see if you reach better performance using an alternative wrapper (like the Intel or Catalina wrapper).
If you’d like to try re-downloading, just follow the steps in the installation guide again.

2.9.3 Set priority and affinity
We recommend osu! runs on all available cores and is set to a priority of High. To ensure this, follow the below steps
to use the WINE Task Manager to set priority and affinity.
Note: By defaut, osu! runs at a priority of High.
1. Make sure osu! is currently running
2. Locate your osu! installation
3. Right click on osu!, then select Show Package Contents
4. Open Wineskin > Advanced > Tools
5. Click on Task Manager (taskmgr) - it may take some time before the window opens
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6. Find osu!.exe in the list that appears.
• To set priority, right click, then select Set priority.
• By default, osu! is on High. Ensure the option is selected to High.
7. To set affinity, right click, then select Set affinity. . .
8. In the window that appears, select the number of cores you would like to use
• More cores = greater performance for gamplay (recommended)
• Less cores = greater stability for better troubleshooting, especially if there are issues with multithreading
• Choosing specific cores may positively or negatively impact your game’s performance or stability
Note: For information on what priority and affinity is, see this Stack Exchange answer.

2.9.4 Reinstall .NET
Reinstalling .NET may provide better stability. For reinstallation steps, visit the .NET runtime issues page.

2.9.5 Ask for help
There can often be many reasons for why users suffer from performance issues, such as. . .
• a faulty update introduced into osu!
• incapable system specifications
• software or hardware configuration changes
It can be really difficult to isolate performance issues, but we’re happy to help. If none of these steps worked for you,
then you should run through the steps at Troubleshooting Basics and contact us in our osu! community thread.

2.10 Apple Silicon / Big Sur issues
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with Apple Silicon support

2.10. Apple Silicon / Big Sur issues
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2.10.1 Behaviour
We are currently investigating reports of issues being experienced on Apple Silicon devices, as well as both Intel
x86-powered and Apple Silicon devices running macOS Big Sur. Behaviour includes:
• Command prompt window displaying for a few seconds, then the process crashing
• osu! not starting when clicking
• Low-level errors within Test Run logs, including .NET framework GC and binary translation errors

2.10.2 Information about this issue
Technocoder is doing his best to solve these issues, including creating new wrappers and working with the Unofficial
Wineskin team to try out new versions of Wineskin and include them with osu!. If you’re experiencing issues, help us
out by running through basic troubleshooting and trying out the latest versions of new Wineskins.

2.10.3 Related links
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7922372
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7908252
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7897992
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7897948
• https://github.com/Gcenx/WineskinServer/issues/65

2.11 .NET runtime issues
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• Technocoder’s Experimental Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with Apple Silicon support

2.11.1 Behaviour
You experience issues with the .NET framework which osu! relies on.
This is best diagnosed through a Wineskin Test Run. If you’re experiencing .NET issues, you may receive the following
console output:
0033:fixme:advapi:RegisterEventSourceW ((null),L".NET Runtime"): stub
0033:fixme:advapi:ReportEventW (0xcafe4242,0x0001,0x0000,0x000003ff,0x0,0x0001,
˓→0x00000000,0x31d64c,0x0): stub
0033:err:eventlog:ReportEventW L"Application: osu!.exe\nFramework Version: v4.0.30319\
˓→nDescription: The process was terminated due to an internal error in the .NET Runtime␣
˓→at IP 00E03BED (00D90000) with exit code 80131506.\n"
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2.11.2 Cause
Currently, we are experiencing a considerable number of issues in relation to getting osu! to work, including issues
with the .NET framework. The exit code in a standard run indicates a low-level garbage collection issue, while running
osu!.exe through Wine Command Prompt will return a binary translation error. However, we are still not entirely
sure what is causing this issue and/or how to rectify it. You can try some of the Resolution steps below; success may
vary.

2.11.3 Resolution
Firstly, make sure you’re using the latest Wineskin available, which you can get from this thread. If you’re on a Apple
Silicon device, try running both the Rosetta and Intel Wineskins. They’ve been updated with beta WineskinServer
versions from Gcenx, as part of our attempts to overcome this issue.
Note: Sometimes, you may need to click the osu! icon more than once in order to begin the process.
If your Wineskin is still not working, ensure you are actually experiencing this issue by following our Troubleshooting
steps.
Still experiencing issues? In that case, we’ll need to dig deeper. Try each of the options below in order, and see if that
fixes your issue. If it does, let us know on the forum thread so we can help you and other people better.
Running through Command Prompt
1. Locate your osu! installation.
2. Right click on it, then select Show Package Contents.
3. Open Wineskin.
4. Click Advanced, then navigate to the Tools tab.
5. Click Command Line (cmd) located under the Wine Tools heading.
6. It’ll take some time for a console window to appear. When it does, run the following command:
start ../../osu!/osu!.exe
On a working installation, osu! should start (albeit with performance issues). If this command fails, please screenshot
the output and let us know on the forum thread.

2.11. .NET runtime issues
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Updating dotnet
Updating the dotnet Winetricks may help solve issues with the .NET framework.
Danger: Before proceeding, back it up! Backing osu! files up is as easy as copying the entire osu! folder onto an
external hard drive - and this is something all osu! players should do anyway!

Danger: Noone is responsible if you lose all your data - back up your data and take extreme care, particular if you
have important beatmaps and scores stored.

Warning: On the bleeding edge? Once you update to dotnet452, you will not be able to immediately revert to
an older version. You may need to completely uninstall dotnet452 and then install an older version of dotnet, for
which instructions are not provided here.
1. Locate your osu! installation.
2. Right click on it, then select Show Package Contents.
3. Open Wineskin.
4. Click Advanced, then navigate to the Tools tab.
5. Click Winetricks located under the Utilities heading.
6. Search for dotnet452 in the search bar.
7. Open the dlls dropdown in the list which appears.
8. Click the checkmark besides dotnet452.
9. Click Run, then in the dialog which appears click Yes.
10. Wait for the process to finish before closing the Wineskin configuration utility.
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Note: The osu! Wineskin uses dotnet45 by default.

2.11.4 If that didn’t work
We continue to experience significant issues surrounding getting osu! to work for some users, particularly on macOS
Big Sur and Apple Silicon devices. Check out our other Troubleshooting pages, including this one to see if there are
alternative fixes to your issue. If you’re still having trouble, please visit the Troubleshooting page and let us know about
your issue on this forum thread - it greatly assists in helping us understand the issue further.

2.11. .NET runtime issues
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2.11.5 Related links
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7905487
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/topics/1243072
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7883281
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7886781
• WineHQ: URL_ParseURL errors
• WineHQ: Reinstalling .NET
• Stack Overflow: exit code 80131506
• Gcenx/WineskinServer on GitHub: dotnet4.5 install always fails

2.12 Command prompt window showing before osu! crashes
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with Apple Silicon support
When trying to start osu! you see a command prompt window like this one:
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This error message is safe to ignore (as it relates to incompatibilities within Discord Rich Presence) and is separate to
any issue you may experience in trying to get the game to run. If you’re experiencing an issue with getting osu! to run,
you should check out our .NET runtime issues troubleshooting page instead.

2.13 osu! has graphical glitches, or isn’t rendering icons/CJK fonts
properly
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with Apple Silicon support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.13.1 Behaviour
You’re experiencing graphical glitches, including:
• black bars
• icons not loading
• Chinese/Japanese/Korean fonts being replaced with X’s or boxes

2.13.2 Cause
This arises out of minor incompatibilities. Specifically,
• gdiplus is required to reduce graphical glitches. gdiplus is not included for stability and compatibility reasons.
• cjkfonts is included, but will not work under gdiplus.
• osu! generally experiences graphical glitches not linked to either one of the above dependencies.

2.13.3 Resolution
The best way to mitigate this issue is to adjust your in-game settings. Some users find that enabling native resolution,
or changing the screen resolution, leads to a better experience. Do not enable Compatibility Mode as this will break
your wrapper!!
If adjusting in-game graphics settings doesn’t work, options are provided below, but as stated, these are not advised
and we do not recommend them.
Generally we recommend not to mess with anything unless you’re sure what you’re doing. If the graphical glitches
are affecting your experience, there is a way to remove them, but this will cause CJK fonts not to load, and potentially
cause more instability.

2.13. osu! has graphical glitches, or isn’t rendering icons/CJK fonts properly
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Danger: The following steps are not generally recommended. Perform at your own risk.

Danger: If, despite our advice, you choose to enable gdiplus, make a backup before performing anything below.
Ideally, work on a duplicate version.

Enabling gdiplus

Danger: These steps will cause incompatibilities with cjkfonts.
1. Right click osu!.app
2. Click Show Package Contents
3. Click Wineskin
4. Click Advanced
5. Click the Tools tab
6. Click Winetricks under Utilities
7. Search for gdiplus which will be under the dlls section
8. Enable the checkbox next to it
9. Click the Run button, then the Yes in the dialog box that appears
10. You can click Close once it has finished, then close Wineskin
Removing gdiplus (& keeping cjkfonts)
1. Right click osu!.app
2. Click Show Package Contents
3. Navigate to drive_c/windows/system32/gdiplus.dll
4. Rename gdiplus.dll to gdiplus.donotuse so Wine can’t use it - make sure you change the file extension
from dll to donotuse

2.13.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.
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2.13.5 Related links
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7929179
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7921057
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7922372

2.14 osu! cannot be opened because the developer cannot be verified
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
as well as Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent program

2.14.1 Behaviour
Your Mac displays a warning saying one of either two messages:
• “osu!.app” cannot be opened because the developer cannot be verified.
• “osu!.app” can’t be opened because it is from an unidentified developer.

2.14.2 Cause
To directly quote Apple’s support article:
If you try to open an app that isn’t registered with Apple by an identified developer, you get a warning
dialogue. This doesn’t necessarily mean that something’s wrong with the app. For example, some apps
were written before developer ID registration began. However, the app has not been reviewed, and macOS
can’t check whether the app has been modified or broken since it was released.

2.14.3 Resolution
1. Locate osu!.app in Finder
2. Right-click (or hold the Control key while clicking) on osu!.app
3. Click Open
On the dialog that reads:
“osu!.app” is an application downloaded from the Internet. Are you sure you want to open it?
Click Open.

2.14. osu! cannot be opened because the developer cannot be verified
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2.14.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.

2.15 osu! doesn’t run on macOS Monterey
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.15.1 Behaviour
macOS doesn’t run on macOS Monterey 12.0.

2.15.2 Cause
An upstream thread 0 exception is the cause of this bug, and is currently being looked at by CodeWeavers and Apple.
More information is available at Gcenx/WineskinServer#139

2.15.3 Resolution
Update your version of macOS Monterey to any version after Beta 5.
macOS Monterey should work with the latest version of osu! wrappers when using versions of macOS Monterey after
Beta 5, but if you are experiencing issues then please let us know in the forums.

2.15.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.
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2.16 Startup issues
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• Technocoder’s Experimental Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support

2.16.1 Behaviour
osu! has some trouble starting up, for example:
• It updates each time you open it
• You need to launch the game twice, since the first time always crashes
• Startup will take 1-2 minutes
or the game will refuse to start up at all.

2.16.2 Cause
There could be a large number of factors causing this issue. The best way to understand what’s going on is to diagnose
it through basic Troubleshooting Steps, especially an osu!macOS Agent Report and Wineskin Test Run.
We are currently aware of a number of known issues that may be affecting your ability to start the game consistently,
so let us know about your issues and troubleshooting steps on the osu! forum thread.

2.16.3 Resolution
Firstly, ensure that your Wineskin isn’t corrupt by reinstalling it, and extracting the .zip file with The Unarchiver. You
should also ensure that no anti-virus software is intefering with osu!, and try downloading a different Wineskin if one
isn’t working. Kill any osu! or wine related processes in Activity Monitor in case they are hanging over after you shut
down osu!.
.NET runtime issues
Our .NET runtime issues troubleshooting page contains a number of steps you can attempt if you’re explicitly having
trouble with the .NET runtime behind osu!
Bypassing the startup sequence

Warning: This section only applies to users using the experimental macOS Catalina Wineskin.
You are recommended to use the latest Wineskin with Apple Silicon support instead.
In older Wineskins, you can bypass the startup sequence entirely. Technocoder found a workaround that will hopefully
mitigate your startup troubles:
2.16. Startup issues
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1. Open the osu! folder (Right click osu! > Show Package Contents > drive_c > osu!)
2. Create a new file in this location named execute.bat (with .bat as the extension)
3. Type in: start C:\osu!\osu!.exe -nosplash
4. Save execute.bat
5. Open Wineskin (Right click osu! > Show Package Contents > Wineskin)
6. Click Advanced
7. Change the Windows EXE field to: "C:\osu!\execute.bat" (including the outer quotes)
8. Close Wineskin
In newer Wineskins, this feature is already built in.

2.16.4 If that didn’t work
This method isn’t fullproof, but it’s certainly the best one currently available. If you’re still having trouble, visit the
Troubleshooting page and let us know on the forums.

2.17 Wineskin.app doesn’t open,
exec[number].bat problem

even

if

osu!

does

/

This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.17.1 Behaviour
When attempting to open the Wineskin.app application located inside your osu! wrapper, you receive a warning that
looks similar the following message:
Error while writting file: The folder “exec2088858072.bat” doesn’t exist.
The number preceding .bat might be different for different people.
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2.17.2 Cause
On 12 October 2020 an update was pushed to osu!macOS Agent which had a bug that while repairing a wrapper, would
only repair the executable, and not the Wineskin.app settings application inside it. This was fixed on 23 January 2021.
If you downloaded osu!macOS Agent between 12 October 2020 and 23 January 2021 please download the latest version.
If the above doesn’t apply to you, other causes may include:
• You haven’t ran the repair tool on your osu! wrapper yet
• You have a corrupted installation
• You used the in-built Archive Utility instead of The Unarchiver which carries some known issues
• Your anti-virus is removing files from your osu! wrapper without your knowledge

2.17.3 Resolution
Warning: On 12 October 2020 an update issued for osu!macOS Agent caused Wineskin.app to display this error.
See Cause. You’ll need to download the newest version of osu!macOS Agent.
1. If you haven’t already, run the osu!macOS Agent repair tool on your osu! wrapper by following these instructions:
• Open osu!macOS Agent
• Go to the Troubleshoot tab
• Click Scan
• Click Repair
You still need to do this step on your osu! wrapper, even if osu! itself runs fine.
2. Make sure your antivirus isn’t removing anything. Guidelines on how to do this are available here.
3. Use The Unarchiver instead of your in-built Archive Utility.
If you tried all of that and Wineskin.app still won’t open, you can try replacing Wineskin.app with a known working
version.
1. Download the Wineskin.app replacement from https://minhaskamal.github.io/DownGit/#/home?url=https:
//github.com/aidswidjaja/osu-mac/tree/main/src/wineskin
or
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/
1Gz5Y0M4WoMxTTwb5aHUccebO5AlVm3SN?usp=sharing
• If using Google Drive, click DOWNLOAD ALL in the top-right corner of the screen
2. The file will download this as a zip file. Extract the zip file until you just have the Wineskin.app file
3. Inside osu!.app (Right click > Show Package Contents) locate Wineskin.app - make a backup of it (you can just
rename it to say something like Wineskin.app.backup if you want)
4. Replace the old Wineskin.app with the replacement version you downloaded from Google Drive
Try and open it and see if everything works out.

2.17. Wineskin.app doesn’t open, even if osu! does / exec[number].bat problem
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Warning: This is an experimental hotfix. Make sure you make a backup of your Wineskin.app before replacing it
with this replacement version.

2.17.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.

2.17.5 Related links
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7793479
• https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7879865

2.18 osu! was unable to obtain a graphics context
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.18.1 Behaviour
osu! crashes on startup, displaying an error message that says osu! was unable to obtain a graphics context.
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2.18.2 Cause
Note: A previous version of this article incorrectly stated that osu! used DirectX. It has now been corrected. Please
see issue #8 on GitHub for more information.
This usually occurs because a user enabled Compatibility Mode in osu! settings, or changed to a screen resolution that
Wine couldn’t handle.
Standard osu! uses OpenGL which is supported by the Wineskin, while Compatibility Mode will use ANGLE / OpenGL
ES which is not supported by osu! Wineskins. This explains why osu! will crash with OpenGL ES-related errors on
Compatibility Mode.

2.18.3 Resolution
1. Find your user profile/configuration file.
• Locate where osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
• Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
• You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click drive_c.
• From here, click osu!.
• From here, locate osu!.yourcomputername.cfg and open this file in a plain text editor such as TextEdit.

2.18. osu! was unable to obtain a graphics context
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For example, my configuration file is osu!.Adrian.cfg and it looks like this:

Tip: The default name for this file is usually osu!.Apple.cfg

Note: Don’t get confused with osu!.cfg which is a completely different and much smaller configuration file.

Danger: Heed the warning and don’t share this configuration file with anyone else, not even us. It contains
hashed versions of your passwords.
2. You’ll need to either delete or change a number of screen resolution options if you don’t know which is causing
osu! to crash. If you know what option is breaking osu!, then you only need to modify/delete that specific option,
as listed below.

Compatibility Mode
If you enabled Compatibility Mode and now osu! won’t start, find the CompatibilityContext option.
Tip: Use Command + F in TextEdit to quickly search for CompatibilityContext.

Note: osu!macOS Agent will automatically disable Compatibility Mode as part of its troubleshooting steps.
If you did enable it, it would look like this:
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CompatibilityContext = 1
Change this to:
CompatibilityContext = 0
Then, start osu!
If you can’t find CompatibilityContext
Add the following line to the bottom of osu!.yourcomputername.cfg:
CompatibilityContext = 0
Then, start osu!

Screen Resolution
If you changed the screen resolution to something a bit weird, find these options:
• Height
• Width
• HeightFullscreen
• WidthFullscreen
Tip: Use Command + F in TextEdit to quickly search for these options.
Then, change the values accordingly to your last known previous settings, or to the recommended values as shown
below. You can also delete them to have osu! initialise everything for you again.
Preferably:
• Height and Width should be Wine’s specified screen resolution (or otherwise, a standard screen resolution like
1920x1080)
• HeightFullscreen and WidthFullscreen should be your computer’s effective/scaled screen resolution.
If you’re using Virtual Desktop on the X11 driver and need to modify Height and Width:
1. Locate where osu!.app (your Wineskin) is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin.
4. Click Set Screen Options
5. Locate the Screen Resolution dropdown as shown below - what it is set to is Wine’s specified screen resolution:

2.18. osu! was unable to obtain a graphics context
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In this example it is 1920x1080. Therefore, Width = 1920 and Height = 1080.
Now, replace the corresponding Height and Width values in osu!.yourcomputername.cfg with those displayed
above.

2.18.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs as well as generating a report with osu!macOS Agent,
and let us know on the forums.
Note: Random side note that may or may not be useful to you: (i didn’t have anywhere else to put it)
Don’t use a .NET version that’s too new (.NET 4.0 is the highest slc’s Wineskin will support)

2.19 osu! captures my monitor/my second monitor is black
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
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2.19.1 Behaviour
osu! has made all other windows inaccessible, and if a secondary monitor is connected, only your primary one is
available.

2.19.2 Cause
When using the Mac driver with osu!, osu! will go into fullscreen mode and prevent other applications or system
elements (like the volume control) from drawing on top of it. It’s great for performance, but can be annoying to play
with osu! (especially since you won’t be able to drag and drop beatmaps into your Songs folder)
Learn more at the Apple Developer Quartz documentation website..

2.19.3 Resolution
These instructions are directly taken from Technocoder’s macOS troubleshooting guide.
1. Click “Registry Editor” (Under the “Tools” tab in Wineskin in the left column)
2. Go to this registry folder: HKEY_CURRENT_USER > Software > Wine > Mac Driver
3. Double click on “CaptureDisplaysForFullscreen”
4. Change “Y” to “n” in the text box
5. Click “OK”
6. Close the “Registry Editor” window

2.19.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.

2.20 Performance issues with high-polling rate mice
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.20. Performance issues with high-polling rate mice
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2.20.1 Behaviour
Users may encounter issues when using high-polling rate computer mice with osu!, due to incompatibilities between
higher polling rates with macOS and Wine. This includes increased lags and instability when using mice above 500Hz.

2.20.2 Cause
Mouse polling rates are a known issue with Wine., and although it has been marked as CLOSED NOTOURBUG on the
WineHQ Bugzilla page, users have been experiencing issues with high polling rates and Wine. macOS has also been
known to suffer from incompatibilities with high polling rates, including CPU spikes and game incompatibilities.

2.20.3 Resolution
There is no known fix for this issue, but there are different steps which have worked for different users.
• Update osu!
• Update macOS
• Decrease polling rate from 1000Hz to 500Hz
• Switch from a USB3 to USB2 port
• Avoid the macOS Mojave 10.14.6 Security Update (user-suggested, unconfirmed)

2.20.4 User reports
• User report #1

2.20.5 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.

2.21 Enabling Retina Mode
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
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If you use the default Mac driver for osu! (see Setting up your screen options and have a Retina display you might
like to enable Retina mode to:
• have osu! appear at your native resolution
• reduce frame drops and lag
To enable Retina Mode:
1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin
4. A window like the one below should pop up. Click Set Screen Options

Now, you should now be able to edit your Screen Options. Click Retina Mode.

2.21. Enabling Retina Mode
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To save your changes, click the red circular close icon in the top-left corner of the window, then click Quit in the
Wineskin window.

2.22 Mouse/trackpad input feels unstable
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.22.1 Behaviour
osu! mouse or trackpad movement feels unstable, the cursor may jump, be extremely inprecise, or otherwise be unusable.
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2.22.2 Cause
The cause of this issue is unknown, but it could be something to do with how Wine translates macOS cursor movements
to Windows API calls (since osu! doesn’t use the standard macOS cursor like other Wine programs).
Generally speaking, you might like to avoid increasing mouse sensitivity inside osu!, especially if you’re playing in a
window. Instead, change your mouse sensitivity through macOS System Preferences > Mouse (or Trackpad).

2.22.3 Resolution
1. Open the in-game settings menu inside osu! using the Ctrl-O shortcut
2. Find the Mouse section.
3. Enable Raw input and Map absolute raw input to osu! window

2.22. Mouse/trackpad input feels unstable
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2.22.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.

2.23 osu! won’t close
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.23.1 Behaviour
osu! is stuck in an update loop, it’s hung and won’t close, or you suspect some leftover processes are still running on
your system.

2.23.2 Cause
On first run, osu! will try to update, but due to incompatibilities between the update server and Wine, it will continually
restart the application.
Alternatively, osu! or Wine has either crashed, hung, or closed without killing all processes.

2.23.3 Resolution
You can kill all Wineskin processes associated with your osu! wrapper in Wineskin options.
1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin
4. A window like the one below should pop up. Click Advanced
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5. Click the Tools tab
6. Under the Utilities heading, select Kill Wineskin Processes

7. Accept the dialog box by clicking Yes

2.23. osu! won’t close
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8. Wait for the tool to run. Once it is finished, close Wineskin by clicking the close icon (in the top-left corner) and
then clicking Quit
You need to go to your Applications/Utilities folder and open Activity Monitor. From there, kill all of the Wine
processes.
1. Type wine into the search bar. You’ll see a number of different wine, wine-preloader and osu-wine processes
around.

2. Click on the Wineserver process (or a random one if that doesn’t exist), then click the

icon.

3. You’ll reach a dialog that looks like this. Click Quit to close the application, or click Force Quit if the process
is not responding or normal Quit doesn’t work.
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Warning: Make sure you don’t have any other Wine processes running in the background (and if you do, differentiate them from osu! before you kill the processes).
4. You’ll need to repeat steps 2 and 3 for each process (though they may disappear automatically after killing one)

2.23.4 If that didn’t work
If that didn’t work, you should probably restart your computer. Perform basic troubleshooting and ask for help on the
osu! forums.

2.24 osu! is being detected as malware
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

2.24.1 Behaviour
Your anti-virus software detects your osu! wrapper as malware (usually a trojan).

2.24. osu! is being detected as malware
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2.24.2 Cause
Rest assured, osu! isn’t bundled with any malware. It’s just a false positive. See Gcenx’s explanation below:
Since around Wine-4.8 mingw-w64 has become required to cross-compile wine components. As your
lightly not aware mingw-64 is a cross-compiling toolchain allows you to compile Windows binaries on no
Windows systems.
Wine now provides functional replacements for real Windows binaries, now most anti-virus like for example Norton Endpoint Security see the file let’s say regedit.exe and notice is a PE binary but not a known
release from Microsoft so it’s auto flagged.
Now much older versions of wine that were not compiled in this manner, instead wine provided fake
Windows binaries, lets usr the above example regedit.exe is just loads regedit.so.
The problem with using none PE binaries is some software expects a real PE binary a fake one doesn’t
suffice.
For more information, see. . .
• this GitHub issue.
• this Steam Community forum thread about Valve Proton (which runs on Wine)
• this Wine forum thread
• and this CodeWeavers forum thread - CodeWeavers are a commercial company who both use and contribute
heavily to Wine

2.24.3 Resolution
You’ll need to dismiss your anti-virus and allow osu! to run. This can usually done by explicitly allowing osu! to run
or excluding it from virus scans. Instructions for common antivirus products are below:
• Norton
• McAfee
• Malwarebytes (currently not possible, but generally speaking you should be able to disable Real-Time Protection
and osu! should run)
• Avast
• Kaspersky Internet Security
Tip: It is not necessarily to report/contact osu! as a false positive to your anti-virus product, you only need to permit
osu! to run. Hopefully in the future anti-virus programs will whitelist Wine, but this is an upstream issue.
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2.24.4 If that didn’t work
There could be something else going on here, and performing basic troubleshooting should help you get to the bottom
of it.
If you’re still not sure what’s going on here, copy any osu! crash logs and generate a report with osu!macOS Agent,
then let us know on the forums with what we can help.

2.25 Pointing osu!macOS Agent to your osu! install location
This article is applicable to anyone who uses Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent program.
To point osu!macOS Agent to your osu! install location:
1. Open osu!macOS Agent
2. In the Location field, point to the location of your osu! install.
Tip: Your install location should be pointed towards osu!.app. For example, my install location is Users/Adrian/
Desktop/osu!.app (you shouldn’t need to escape the exclamation mark)
You should now be ready to get started with osu!macOS Agent.

2.25.1 If that didn’t work
Please make a post on the osu!macOS Agent forum thread.
https://github.com/Techno-coder/osu-macOS-Agent/commit/f722c9d6e0a933ed14c65025c182b8068407890f

2.26 osu!macOS Agent crashes on startup
This article is applicable to:
• Technocoder’s osu!macOS Agent

2.26.1 Behaviour
osu!macOS Agent crashes when you attempt to start it.
To diagnose the issue, move osu!macOS Agent to the Desktop and run the following command in Terminal.
~/Desktop/osu\!macOS\ Agent.app/Contents/MacOS/osu\!macOS\ Agent
Versions of osu!macOS Agent affected by this bug will receive the following output.

2.25. Pointing osu!macOS Agent to your osu! install location
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zsh: killed ~/Desktop/osu!macOS\ Agent.app/Contents/MacOS/osu!macOS\ Agent

2.26.2 Cause
Older versions of osu!macOS Agent may crash on newer versions of macOS due to a build environment variable.

2.26.3 Resolution
Please download the latest version of osu!macOS Agent. This issue was fixed on 27 September 2021.
• osu! forum thread: community/forums/topics/1036678

2.26.4 If that didn’t work
Please make a reply on this osu! forum thread with a detailed explanation of your issue.

2.27 Using the macOS Terminal to repair Wineskins
On the bleeding edge? You can also use the Terminal to repair your Wineskin.
1. Open Terminal. It should be in your Applications/Utilities folder.
2. Type the following command.
sudo xattr -rd com.apple.quarantine "~/path/to/my/osu\!.app"
where ~/path/to/my/osu\!.app is the filepath to your osu! install.
Warning: Using the terminal with sudo will allow you to perform commands as admin. Improper use of the
terminal can negatively affect your computer. Please don’t type something you don’t completely understand - ask
us a question instead!
If you choose to use the macOS Terminal to repair Wineksins, then below are some helpful tips if you’re a bit lost.

2.27.1 Escaping characters
For an application with the name osu!.app, the ! will confuse the Terminal window. Therefore, you must escape it by
prefixing the ! with a \ (backslash) to form osu\!.app. It is also recommended you enclose the filepath in quotation
marks.
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2.27.2 Entering your password
You may be asked for your password. While entering your password the cursor might blink but you won’t see any
characters appear on the screen - this is normal! Just proceed to type your password as if there was a dialog box there,
and hit Enter once you’re done. If you enter your password wrong, the prompt will re-appear and you can try again.

2.27.3 Permissions
If you get a Permission denied error it means you aren’t using an administrator account. In your Terminal window,
type:
su - administrator
where administrator is the name of your system’s admin account. When the Password: prompt appears, enter
your password for administrator (or whatever your admin account is). Then try running the Terminal command (or
to do this automatically, type sudo !!).
Finding the name of the administrator account
If you don’t know which account is your admin account (like if you use a family computer), go to the Apple menu
(top-left corner of the screen) > System Preferences... > Users & Groups and you should be able to see which
account is your administrator account. You’ll still need the password to execute the command though.

2.27.4 sudo warning
On older macOS versions, you may get a warning that looks like this.
Improper use of the sudo command could lead to data loss or the deletion of important␣
˓→system files. Please double-check your typing when using sudo. Type "man sudo" for␣
˓→more information. To proceed, enter your password, or type Ctrl-C to abort.
Type your password as normal, as shown above.

2.27.5 Finding osu!’s filepath
Having trouble finding the filepath of your osu! installation? You can drag and drop the file from your installation
directory (or the Desktop) to get the path!

2.28 Discord Rich Presence (32-bit Wineskins / non-WS11 WineskinServer)
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

Note:
This section is for users using Wineskins that don’t have either the WS11WineCX19.0.1-1 or
WS11WineCX64Bit19.0.1-1 Wine engine from Gcenx. To find your Wineskin version:
2.28. Discord Rich Presence (32-bit Wineskins / non-WS11 WineskinServer)
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1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin
4. A window should pop up. Click Advanced
5. It will be displayed under the Associated Extensions column, as shown below.

If you’re using one of the two WS11 engines mentioned above, then the process behind Discord Rich Presence is
slightly different - you actually can enable Discord Rich Presence with relative ease.

Note: As of 15 February 2021, 32-bit Wineskins will no longer support Discord Rich Presence. Support for Discord
Rich Presence will most likely not be provided in the future. See https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/posts/7922372
for details.

2.28.1 Behaviour
osu! is not detected by Discord in the Game Activity menu, nor is it displayed on your profile.
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2.28.2 Cause
To put it simply, currently available Discord Rich Presence solutions rely on using a 64-bit Wineskin engine, whereas
some of the older wrappers use a 32-bit engine.
Note: Looking for the technical explanation?

2.28. Discord Rich Presence (32-bit Wineskins / non-WS11 WineskinServer)
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2.28.3 Resolution
Currently, Discord Rich Presence is not possible on older Wineskins that don’t utilise the 64-bit WS11 WineskinServer.
This includes slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier. Noone has made a successful Discord Rich Presence
solution running under a 32-bit Wineskin. If you want Discord Rich Presence to work, you need to use a 64-bit Wineskin
such as Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support in order to get it up and running.
You can read my Discord Rich Presence discussion article to learn about why I had some trouble with getting Rich
Presence to work on my Wineskin.
Note: Do you have anything to add? See our Contributing to see how you can contribute to these docs.

2.29 Discord Rich Presence (64-bit Wineskins / WS-11 WineskinServer)
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support

Note: This section is for users using Wineskins which use the WS11WineCX19.0.1-1 or WS11WineCX64Bit19.0.11 Wine engine from Gcenx. To find your Wineskin version:
1. Locate where osu!.app is installed
2. Right click on it and select Show Package Contents
3. You should now see three files/folders: Contents, drive_c and Wineskin. Click Wineskin
4. A window should pop up. Click Advanced
5. It will be displayed under the Associated Extensions column, as shown below.
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If you’re not using one of the two WS11 engines mentioned above, then the process behind Discord Rich Presence is
slightly different - you will encounter difficulties with getting Discord Rich Presence to work on macOS.
Technocoder’s Wineskin with support for macOS 10.15 Catalina and later Wineskin should already have Discord
Rich Presence installed. Otherwise, follow the Resolution steps below.

2.29.1 Resolution
This is directly taken from Technocoder’s macOS Updated Wineskin Installation Guide (Catalina support):
1. Download bridge.exe
2. Right click osu! > Show Package Contents
3. Go to drive_c > osu!
4. Drag the bridge.exe file into the osu! folder
5. Create a new file in the osu! folder named execute.bat
6. Add these two lines to the execute.bat file:
start C:\osu!\bridge.exe
start C:\osu!\osu!.exe -nosplash
7. Open Wineskin (next to the drive_c folder)
8. Click Advanced
9. Change the Windows EXE field to (including the outer quotes):
"C:\osu!\execute.bat"

2.29. Discord Rich Presence (64-bit Wineskins / WS-11 WineskinServer)
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2.29.2 If that didn’t work
Discord Rich Presence at the moment is a bit fiddly, and currently it seems that other people have been having issues
too.
If you’re interested in the technical tidbits, see Discord Rich Presence: Discussion.

2.30 Discord Rich Presence (Discussion)
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• slc’s Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s unofficial Wineskin for macOS 10.14 Mojave and earlier

Note: This section goes into the technical aspects of Discord Rich Presence. Looking to diagnose or troubleshoot
issues with respect to getting osu! on Wine working with Discord Rich Presence? Click here.
The issue of Discord Rich Presence has always been a complicated one, and one that I haven’t been able to fully address.
So, let’s talk about Discord Rich Presence then.
Note: tl;dr:
Discord depreceated discord-rpc in favour of their new GameSDK, which meant a special pipe would need to be
used instead of just dropping a DLL in like you could before. However, since only WS11 Wine engines can run 64-bit
engines, Techno’s bridge wouldn’t work, which meant we have to look towards 0e4ef622 upstream base fork (since
Techno’s fork only adds 64-bit support for Catalina), however that wouldn’t work (and then I had ran out of time to
keep looking into the issue)
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2.30.1 Understanding Discord Rich Presence
If you use Discord regularly, you’ll know that when you load a game, application or other software, it might display a
status message in your profile. Both osu!lazer and osu-stable support this feature natively on their respective platforms.

In order for games to use Rich Presence, an additional library or SDK is incorporated into the game.
In the past, Discord used discord-rpc - a library that enabled Rich Presence by including a DLL file with the application,
located in the same directory as the executable.
This made it easy for us since we could translate RPC calls from the application, through the Wine compatibility layer,
onto your local instance of Discord (which is obviously running outside of Wine), by injecting some code in a modified
DLL.
In fact, there are already a number of options available for discord-rpc under Wine. Typing wine discord rpc into
Google will fetch you a large number of results, but here are just a few:
• Marc’s discord-rpc.dll implementation
• Genco’s discord-rpc.dll implementation
• Dark565’s discord-rpc compiler
• Forefront’s now-deleted discord-rpc.dll implentation (specific to osu!)
• null-von-sushi’s Discordcomp dummy exe implementation

2.30. Discord Rich Presence (Discussion)
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However, around April 2019 Discord depreceated discord-rpc in favour of GameSDK. This changes things up so that
a single discord-rpc.dll file is no longer used. Instead, we look towards a C# wrapper.
osu!’s implementation of GameSDK
Note: This section is about to get technical (and it’s also a bit convoluted), though it isn’t essential to understanding
Rich Presence on Wine, so unless you’re interested in the technical aspects of osu! and GameSDK, you don’t really
need ot read this section.
To quote Game4All on #4654:
C# FFI wrapper for the GameSDK is needed (adapting unity wrapper code?) as well as packaging native
libraries for every desktop platform.
Note: This comment was made on a pull request (PR) on the osu!lazer codebase, not osu-stable, but the core concept
remains the same.
Since osu-stable is closed-source we don’t know the precise aspects of the GameSDK implementation they opted
into, but the lack of a discord-rpc.dll file bundled with the binary at the very least confirms they have moved to
GameSDK. However, since osu! is written in C# (it uses .NET) it has two possible implementations of GameSDK the Unity implementation and the non-Unity implementation.
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Note: The Unity implementation is designed to work with games using the Unity Engine.
If you take a look at the osu!lazer codebase however, you’ll see they used a C# implementation that mirrored that of
the Unity implementation on the Discord docs.

2.30. Discord Rich Presence (Discussion)
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Whereas the C# with Unity implementation relied on a DiscordController.cs script that gets attached to the main
scene (in osu!lazer’s case, osu.Desktop), the C# without Unity implementation relied on a mini library + a DLL file
in the same directory as the executable file (sound familiar?).
But I don’t think osu! (stable and lazer) does that. If you take a look inside the drive_c/osu! you won’t
find the discord_game_sdk files, including .bundles or .dll. And the presence of the osu/osu.Desktop/
DiscordRichPresence.cs file in the osu!lazer codebase really does suggest that osu! has a Unity-esque implementation of GameSDK.
If osu! used the non-Unity C# implementation of GameSDK. . .
• the source files would contain these files

• and the binary would contain one of the .dll or similar library files
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So, what can we conclude? osu! uses the C# Unity-style implementation of Discord’s GameSDK in order to facilitate
Rich Presence. This is most likely because the Discord Developer Documentation didn’t have a reference implementation for non-Unity C# programs at the time when the feature was initially proposed and then eventually implemented..
Tip: osu! would only be using the C# non-Unity-style implementation if and only if there was the presence of library
files in the binaries and C# source files in the source.

Note: You can download the GameSDK zip file from the Discord Developer Documentation.

2.30.2 What does that mean for osu!mac?
Firstly, let’s take a look at the current community implementation(s) of Rich Presence on osu!mac: Technocoder’s
macOS Wine Bridge, which is a fork of 0e4ef622’s Wine Discord IPC Bridge. You can read each respective repository’s
READMEs for the technical information behind these bridges - which basically just bridge Windows named pipes (e.g \
\.\pipe\discord-ipc-0 to Unix named pipes (e.g /run/user/{userid}/discord-ipc-0). (Technocoder’s fork
converts 0e4ef622’s to 64-bit system calls, if you’re interested)
Let’s step back to the beginning. Do you know why there are separate Catalina< and Mojave> Wineskins? It’s because
with macOS 10.15 Apple removed 32-bit application support. To respond to this change, Techno’s Wineskin uses
the WineCX19.0.1-1 Wineskin engine, which along with the WS11 engines are the only current options available to
getting 64-bit Wine programs to run on Catalina.
While Techno’s bridge will work fine on his 10.15 Catalina and later Wineksin, since it’s a 64-bit program, with a 64-bit
Wineskin, slc’s Wineskin uses WS9Wine4.0-rc3 - a 32-bit Wine engine that will ONLY run 32-bit Wine programs.
This took me a while to figure out, especially since cmd wasn’t too useful (giving me only ShellExecuteEx failed:
File not found), but after running the Wineskin under a Test Run, the Test logs revealed a Bad EXE format for
C:\osu!\bridge.exe. This meant that Wineskin wasn’t able to run the 64-bit program provided by Techno, which
makes much more complete sense considering there isn’t a Program Files (x86) folder under slc’s Wineskin and
that running the file command on both files (in my local Terminal) revealed that they were in fact differing in architecture.
Adrian@192-168-1-102 ~> file '/Users/Adrian/Desktop/osu!.app/Contents/Resources/drive_c/
˓→osu!/osu!.exe'
/Users/Adrian/Desktop/osu!.app/Contents/Resources/drive_c/osu!/osu!.exe: PE32 executable␣
˓→(GUI) Intel 80386 Mono/.Net assembly, for MS Windows
Adrian@192-168-1-102 ~> file '/Users/Adrian/Desktop/osu!.app/Contents/Resources/drive_c/
˓→osu!/bridge.exe'
/Users/Adrian/Desktop/osu!.app/Contents/Resources/drive_c/osu!/bridge.exe: PE32+␣
˓→executable (GUI) x86-64, for MS Windows
(notice how osu! is PE32 [32-bit] while bridge is PE32+ [64-bit])

2.30. Discord Rich Presence (Discussion)
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Actually, Technocoder’s bridge is just a fork of 0e4ef622’s original POC and the most important thing it changes is
converting the 32-bit system calls to 64-bit system calls.
So really, all we’d need to do in our 32-bit Wineskin is to use the original 32-bit executable, right?
Unfortunately, while 0e4ef622’s bridge loaded, bringing up:
Pipe Server: Main thread awaiting client connection on \\\\.\\pipe\\discord-ipc-0
and koukono’s fork (which I compiled myself using mingw-w64)
Opening discord-ipc-0 Windows pipe\
(which really are just the same section of the code - the mainloop that tries to create a pipe)
0e4ef622
koukono
int _tmain(VOID)
{
BOOL
fConnected = FALSE;
DWORD dwThreadId = 0;
HANDLE hThread = NULL;
LPCTSTR lpszPipename = TEXT("\\\\.\\pipe\\discord-ipc-0");
//
//
//
//
//

˓→

The main loop creates an instance of the named pipe and
then waits for a client to connect to it. When the client
connects, a thread is created to handle communications
with that client, and this loop is free to wait for the
next client connect request. It is an infinite loop.

_tprintf( TEXT("Pipe Server: Main thread awaiting client connection on %s\n"),␣
lpszPipename);
hPipe = CreateNamedPipe(
lpszPipename,
// pipe name
PIPE_ACCESS_DUPLEX,
// read/write access
PIPE_TYPE_BYTE |
// message type pipe
PIPE_READMODE_BYTE |
// message-read mode
PIPE_WAIT,
// blocking mode
1, // max. instances
BUFSIZE,
// output buffer size
BUFSIZE,
// input buffer size
0,
// client time-out
NULL);
// default security attribute
if (hPipe == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE)
{
_tprintf(TEXT("CreateNamedPipe failed, GLE=%d.\n"), GetLastError());
return -1;
}
// Wait for the client to connect; if it succeeds,
// the function returns a nonzero value. If the function
// returns zero, GetLastError returns ERROR_PIPE_CONNECTED.
(continues on next page)
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fConnected = ConnectNamedPipe(hPipe, NULL) ?
TRUE : (GetLastError() == ERROR_PIPE_CONNECTED);
int main(void)
{
DWORD dwThreadId = 0;
HANDLE hThread = NULL;
HANDLE wine_evt = NULL;
if ((wine_evt = make_wine_system_process()) == NULL) {
return 1;
}
//
//
//
//
//

The main loop creates an instance of the named pipe and
then waits for a client to connect to it. When the client
connects, a thread is created to handle communications
with that client, and this loop is free to wait for the
next client connect request. It is an infinite loop.

printf("Opening discord-ipc-0 Windows pipe\n");
hPipe = CreateNamedPipeW(
L"\\\\.\\pipe\\discord-ipc-0",
// pipe name
PIPE_ACCESS_DUPLEX,
// read/write access
PIPE_TYPE_BYTE |
// message type pipe
PIPE_READMODE_BYTE |
// message-read mode
PIPE_WAIT,
// blocking mode
1, // max. instances
BUFSIZE,
// output buffer size
BUFSIZE,
// input buffer size
0,
// client time-out
NULL);
// default security attribute
if (hPipe == INVALID_HANDLE_VALUE)
{
printf("CreateNamedPipe failed, GLE=%lu.\n", GetLastError());
return -1;
}
conn_evt = CreateEventW(NULL, FALSE, FALSE, NULL);
CloseHandle(CreateThread(NULL, 0, wait_for_client, NULL, 0, NULL));
for (;;) {
HANDLE events[] = { wine_evt, conn_evt };
DWORD result = WaitForMultipleObjectsEx(2, events, FALSE, 0, FALSE);
if (result == WAIT_TIMEOUT)
continue;
if (result == 0) {
printf("Bridge exiting, wine closing\n");
}
break;
}
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they both couldn’t make a connection with the client (except for 0e4ef622’s bridge which immediately crashed upon
Client connected.)
I would have loved to delve into this and see why it wasn’t working - maybe it could be something to do with the
WINEPREFIX or something else entirely, however, I’ve already spent enough time trying to get Discord RPC working
and my research ends here. But I think this discussion, even if it is overcomplicated and probably unnecessary, could
help other people trying to get Rich Presence properly working under Wine (at least with the existing bridges) and these
are basically just my research notes for if I ever want to work on this again.
As an FYI, it seems that other people have been having issues too.
EDIT (19 October 2020): Technocoder pointed out that the original base fork from 0e4ef622 uses Linux namespaces,
not macOS namespaces. So in order for Rich Presence to work on Mac, someone needs to create a fork that keeps the
32-bit calls of the original base fork, while changing to Linux namespaces like Techno’s fork.
Note: If you feel that you have something to add - feel free to make a PR on GitHub.

2.30.3 Licensing information
No license was provided with the above code samples from 0e4ef622 and koukono, therefore all rights reserved. However, I hope my usage is okay (and information about DMCA, Copyright and Licensing can be viewed in License

2.31 Advanced troubleshooting
Warning: This section is meant for developers, not for end users. If you’re trying to get osu! running on macOS,
see Common issues instead.
Advanced debugging is for those who are interested in the root causes of issues facing the underlying technology which
osu! on macOS relies on. Much of this section’s documentation digs deep into Wineskin, graphics, system APIs and
mid to low-level programming.
Although much of this information was produced with osu! in mind, the information here should be useful to anyone
interested in exploring WINE, low-level graphics and other areas of the system that is required for debugging crossplatform compatibility layers.

2.32 SilentCrash
This article is applicable to the following wrappers:
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with macOS Catalina 10.15 support
• Technocoder’s Wineskin with Apple Silicon support
SilentCrash is a user-reported issue with the osu! Wineskins that occured around July - September 2021, affecting both
the Apple Silicon and x86 Wineskins on predominantly Apple Silicon devices on Big Sur, but also a small subset of
x86 devices.
• Users would properly install the osu! wrapper
• The game may update or even begin to load, but will immediately close without warning upon startup
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• WINE logs do not provide any obvious error messages
• osu!macOS Agent reports are usually clean
• Logs appear to be extremely similar to a normal executable run and closure

2.32.1 Preliminary analysis
The first obvious step was to compare Wineskin Test Run logs in the hope they’d be useful to give away any obvious
error. Using the Meld diff viewer showed that there were no useful differences between a standard run executed on my
system, and user-received reports.

In past times we had another bug with .NET that was easily identifiable within Test Run logs, and indicative of a
race condition related to low-level runtime issues (i.e garbage collection, binary translation) but could be fixed usually
through updating the dotnet Winetrick. The SilentCrash issue represents the first emergence of a similarly symptomatic
error, but it is likely different, if not unrelated.
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2.32.2 Running on Apple Silicon
I was unable to reproduce the user reports on my Intel 80386 based Mac, so I borrowed a family member’s 2020
MacBook Air with M1. I could not reproduce the error and osu! ran successfully.

2.32.3 Regression testing
Considering this issue popped up with the first confirmed user report on 11 July 2021, it could have possibly been a
regression within the osu! executable. The Wineskin was last updated on 15 February 2021, and the issue is persistent
across both Apple Silicon and i386 Wineskins. Looking through the osu! changelogs from around this time, there is a
particularly interesting changelog update dated 19 May 2021.
|Improve reliability of beatmap detail fetches |Fixes a startup race condition that could randomly cause
beatmaps to get stuck in an “unknown” status rather than fetching their online details successfully. Any
beatmaps already in this state will automatically check for new details each startup.
We don’t have access to the source for stable, and we don’t know how this logic was implemented. Searching the
osu!dev Discord server brought about limited results too.
In any case however, the osu! executable is an entirely valid PE32 executable. If a change in the program’s logic is in
fact causing a crash, the fix is incumbent on us and not on osu!. Regardless of whether or not a regression was included
in the osu! execuable, this calls for further analysis through debugging.
However, WineHQ AppDB [bug 50111](https://bugs.winehq.org/show_bug.cgi?id=50111) does in fact show a regression introduced with the osu! executable as I had initially suspected. However, this regression was dated with osu-stable
20201110 and produced a Wine Mono error. Furthermore, notably osu! produces a crash error, which does not exist
on our own user reports. Only user report #2 mimics this behaviour.
0204:fixme:wmiutils:status_code_GetErrorCodeText 103EB910, 0x80041002, 0x0000,␣
˓→0x00000001, 0C74F374
User reports have mostly died down for now. Updating dotnet, which is the recommended resolution in 50111 (and the
previously offered resolution), should continue to be recommended to users.

2.32.4 Debugging with lldb
In future, we should consider debugging to analyse the source issues (e.g regressions introduced into the executable
such as this one). The main challenges are packaging this process in a user-friendly format, and being able to interpret
the debugging on a Mono application for which we do not have source.
Although I was originally going to use winedbg and gdb, both are incompatible for different reasons.
• winedbg does not run with wine32on64
• gdb requires a painful code-signing procedure to run on modern macOS
Technocoder suggested to me that I use lldb to debug osu! - so using LLDB I want to generate a healthy startup stack
trace.
Most user reports detail a successful update sequence and osu! logo followed by an immediate crash on startup.
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gdbidoof
To overcome this, I am planning a small general-purpose debugging utility called gdbidoof. This would be used by end
users to run a stack trace just before a crash, using the obscurely documented --batch mode brought to life by this
Stack Overflow comment by John.
gdbidoof performs an end user-friendly version of the comment above with added features. Given that multiple processes are used by WINE, we’ll instead ask the user to use a (0d) PID on Wineserver and all preloader processers.
Failing or otherwise, we’ll run backtraces on all threads (or the most recent core dump). This will help us narrow down
what sort of instructions are being executed at a time of a crash (particularly a silent crash with no obvious errors).
This program is in planning stages. Due to time constraints, development is expected to start late 2021/early 2022.
In the meantime, technically competent users should be advised how to gain a lldb backtrace on particularly nasty issues
which require it.
Note: Requires lldb-340.4.119 (Xcode 7.2) or greater
-b
--batch
Tells the debugger to running the commands from -s, -S, -o & -O,
and then quit. However if any run command stopped due to a signal
or crash, the debugger will return to the interactive prompt at the
place of the crash.
-o
--one-line
Tells the debugger to execute this one-line lldb command after any
file provided on the command line has been loaded.
-k
--one-line-on-crash
When in batch mode, tells the debugger to execute this one-line
lldb command if the target crashes.

2.32.5 List of user reports
Related to SilentCrash
• User report #1
• User report #2
• User report #3 (may be unrelated)
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Other user issues
• User report A
• User report B (possibly related; no test run to confirm)

2.32.6 Acknowledgements
• Thanks to Technocoder for useful information about debugging with LLDB
• Thanks to Gcenx for useful information about winedbg
• Thanks to aidas956 for their bug report on WineHQ Bugzilla
Useful resources
• Wine Developer’s Guide/Debugging Wine
• Debugging Hints

2.33 Other resources
Visit more community resources to help you get osu! running on macOS (or Linux):
• osu! on macOS discussion thread [updated]
• osu! on macOS discussion thread [depreceated]
• osu! on macOS troubleshooting guide
• Official osu! on macOS Tumblr page [outdated] [ppy]
• Official osu! on macOS documentation [ppy]
• slc’s Wineskin announcement post
• Mic238’s Wineskin wrapper on GitHub
• osu!macOS Agent forum thread
• macOS Wine Bridge
• Wine Discord IPC Bridge
• Installation guide for osu! on Mac
• osu! performance troubleshooting documentation
• Forefront’s osu! for Linux
• Low-latency guide to osu! on Linux
• Gcenx’s guide to Wine
• doh123’s Wineskin FAQ
• doh123’s Wineskin Manual
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2.34 Support templates
Note: Use these BBcode supported templates as a quick and effective initial troubleshooting step for new incidents
on the osu! forums. You can rely off support templates once initial diagnostic troubleshooting has been established.

2.34.1 Initial troubleshooting and diagnostics
Welcome to the support forums to help you get osu! running on macOS. To help us␣
˓→understand your issue a bit better, please perform the following initial␣
˓→troubleshooting & diagnostic steps as listed below (also available at https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/troubleshooting.html).
[box=Troubleshooting steps]
[b]Step 1: See whether you can troubleshoot the problem yourself[/b]
Many issues already have solutions available to them. Check out the [url=https://osu.ppy.
˓→sh/community/forums/posts/7560723]installation guide[/url], [url=https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/index.html]osu!mac documentation project[/url] and the␣
˓→outdated [url=https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/topics/679205]troubleshooting guide[/
˓→url].
If you're still unable to solve your issue, move onto the next step.
[b]Step 2: Report and repair with osu!macOS Agent[/b]
[list=1]
[*]Download the latest version of Technocoder's [url=https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/
˓→topics/1036678]osu!macOS Agent[/url] - older versions may have incompatibilities or␣
˓→bugs, especially with newer wrappers.
[*]Once it finishes downloading, open [b]osu!macOS Agent[/b].
[*]If you haven't already done so, click the [b]Select[/b] button and browse to osu!.app
˓→'s location. The text box should display its filepath (e.g ~/Users/firefly/Desktop/osu!
˓→.app) and Wine Engine (e.g WS11WineCX64Bit19.0.1-1)
[*]Select the [b]Troubleshoot[/b] tab, then click [b]Scan[/b].
[*]After the scan completes, click [b]Repair[/b].
[*]If this doesn't fix your issue, click [b]Copy Report[/b]. Copy the contents into a␣
˓→reply to this thread and we'll do our best to help you out! Please don't forget to do␣
˓→a [b]Test Run[/b] as outlined in the next step.
[/list]
[b]Step 3: Generating a Test Run through Wineskin[/b]
[list=3]
[*]Locate your osu! installation.
[*]Right click on it, then select [b]Show Package Contents[/b].
[*]Open [b]Wineskin[/b].
[*]Click [b]Advanced[/b] > [b]Test Run[/b].
[*]If osu! starts successfully (even with glitches), you can then close the program down.
˓→ Once the program has either closed or crashed, a dialog will pop up asking you␣
˓→whether you want to view [b]Test Run Logs[/b]. Click [b]Yes[/b].
[*]Copy the results of your Test Run logs to a pastebin such as [url=https://paste.
˓→gg]paste.gg[/url] set to never expire. Then attach the link in a reply to this thread,␣
˓→along with the report from osu!macOS Agent in Step 1.
(continues on next page)
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[/list]
If you need any help with any of the steps outlined here, check out https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/troubleshooting.html or feel free to make a reply back␣
˓→here on the forums. Thanks!
[/box]

2.34.2 Report and repair with osu!macOS Agent
[box=Report and repair with osu!macOS Agent]
[list=1]
[*]Download the latest version of Technocoder's [url=https://osu.ppy.sh/community/forums/
˓→topics/1036678]osu!macOS Agent[/url] - older versions may have incompatibilities or␣
˓→bugs, especially with newer wrappers.
[*]Once it finishes downloading, open [b]osu!macOS Agent[/b].
[*]If you haven't already done so, click the [b]Select[/b] button and browse to osu!.app
˓→'s location. The text box should display its filepath (e.g ~/Users/firefly/Desktop/osu!
˓→.app) and Wine Engine (e.g WS11WineCX64Bit19.0.1-1).
[*]Select the [b]Troubleshoot[/b] tab, then click [b]Scan[/b].
[*]After the scan completes, click [b]Repair[/b].
[*]If this doesn't fix your issue, click [b]Copy Report[/b]. Copy the contents into a␣
˓→reply to this thread and we'll do our best to help you out! Please don't forget to do␣
˓→a [b]Test Run[/b] as outlined in the next step.
[/list]
If you need any help with any of the steps outlined here, check out https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/troubleshooting.html or feel free to make a reply back␣
˓→here on the forums. Thanks!
[/box]

2.34.3 Generating a Test Run through Wineskin
[box=Generating a Test Run through Wineskin]
[list=1]
[*]Locate your osu! installation.
[*]Right click on osu!, then select [b]Show Package Contents[/b].
[*]Open [b]Wineskin[/b] > [b]Advanced[/b].
[*]Click [b]Test Run[/b].
[*]If osu! starts successfully (even with glitches), you can then close the␣
˓→program down.
[*]Once the program has either closed or crashed, a dialog will pop up asking␣
˓→you whether you want to view [b]Test Run Logs[/b]. Click [b]Yes[/b].
[*]Copy the results of your Test Run logs to a pastebin such as [url=https://paste.
˓→gg]paste.gg[/url] set to never expire. Then attach the link in a reply to this thread,␣
˓→along with the report from osu!macOS Agent in Step 1.
[/list]
If you need any help with any of the steps outlined here, check out https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/troubleshooting.html or feel free to make a reply back␣
˓→here on the forums. Thanks!
[/box]
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2.34.4 Setting priority and affinity
[box=Setting priority and affinity]
[list=1]
[*]Make sure osu! is currently running
[*]Locate your osu! installation
[*]Right click on osu!, then select [b]Show Package Contents[/b]
[*]Open [b]Wineskin[/b] > [b]Advanced[/b] > [b]Tools[/b]
[*]Click on [b]Task Manager (taskmgr)[/b] - it may take some time before the window opens
[*]Find osu!.exe in the list that appears.
[*]To set priority, right click, then select [b]Set priority[/b].
[*]By default, osu! is on High. Ensure the option is selected to High.
[*]To set affinity, right click, then select [b]Set affinity...[/b]
[*]In the window that appears, select the number of cores you would like to use
[*]More cores = greater performance (recommended)
[*]Less cores = greater stability in some specific situations
[*]Choosing specific cores may positively or negatively impact your game's␣
˓→performance or stability

2.34.5 osu! on Apple Silicon and Big Sur
[b]Note about Apple Silicon:[/b] We are currently aware of potential issues impacting␣
˓→Apple Silicon users... please follow the troubleshooting steps at https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/troubleshooting.html, including an osu!macOS Agent␣
˓→report and a Wineskin Test Run. It will help us try and fix your issue, and provide␣
˓→better and more stable updates to future wrappers.
[b]Note about macOS Big Sur 11.x:[/b] We are also currently aware of issues on Big Sur␣
˓→for both Intel x86-based systems, and Apple Silicon systems... please follow the␣
˓→troubleshooting steps at https://osu-mac.readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/
˓→troubleshooting.html, including an osu!macOS Agent report and a Wineskin Test Run. It␣
˓→will help us try and fix your issue, and provide better and more stable updates to␣
˓→future wrappers.

2.34.6 exec(number).bat issue
[b]If you are experiencing an error within Wineskin.app that reads "Error while writting␣
˓→file: The folder “exec[number].bat” doesn’t exist."[/b] that prevents you from␣
˓→troubleshooting, download the latest version of osu!macOS Agent. For additional␣
˓→information and solutions, see https://osu-mac.readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/
˓→wineskin.html. If these steps don't fix it, you might be experiencing another issue␣
˓→with the same symptom... please follow the troubleshooting steps at https://osu-mac.
˓→readthedocs.io/en/latest/issues/troubleshooting.html, including an osu!macOS Agent␣
˓→report and a Wineskin Test Run. It will help us try and fix your issue, and provide␣
˓→better and more stable updates to future wrappers.
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2.35 Logs
Redirecting to GitHub. . .

2.36 Contributing
Thank you for your interest in contributing to osu!mac!
osu!mac uses the Sphinx documentation generator, and files are marked up using reStructuredText. We refer to the
Python documentation style guide loosely to keep our docs consistent. Docs are hosted on ReadTheDocs.
Note: If you’re interested in contributing to osu!mac’s documentation, there’s no need to write reStructuredText if
you’re not so inclined; plain text contributions are more than welcome as well. Please open an issue on GitHub.
Most chatter related to osu!mac should be done by opening an issue on GitHub - forums are not monitored. You can
also use the contact details provided here.
Pull requests are welcome at any time, but it’s probably a good idea to make an issue before getting started on it (I
might already be working on it!).
Note: When contributing, please ensure to run make html and build the site so that I can work locally as well.
Translations are very welcome but you’ll need to open an issue on GitHub since I have to prepare the docs first on the
technical side of things before getting started.
Thank you for helping out!
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Tip: See this webpage for informaton about section headings in reStructuredText.

2.37 Acknowledgements
The osu!mac documentation project would like to acknowledge (in no particular order) the following community members, organisations, and people for their contributions to helping thousands of users:
• ppy for their work in building the original osu! game.
• peppy (Dean Herbert) for his work in building the original osu! game, and the first osu! Wineskin.
• Technocoder for his work in making the first unofficial (and most popular) osu! Wineskin, the osu! Wineskin for
Catalina, osu!macOS Agent, and his general contributions to the community in helping get osu! on macOS.
• slc for their work in making the modern osu! Wineskin for Mojave and lower.
• 0e4ef622 for creating the Linux Discord Rich Presence bridge.
• Gcenx and the rest of Paul the Tall’s Porting Kit team for their work in creating and maintaining the WineskinServer fork, and their general work in the porting community, as well as the people who helped (as listed in the
Credits of README.md).
• doh123 for their work in building the original Wineskin project.
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• The entire osu! support team, but especially Death and Dntm8kmeeatu for helping users out when they get stuck
(as noted by Technocoder in his discussion thread).
• The Wine project for building the compatibility layer which enables osu! to run on Mac.
• The Godot Engine documentation for licensing their custom CSS stylesheet under the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported license.
• Read the Docs for hosting osu!mac on their servers.
• Sphinx documentation generator which is the open-source Python-based documentation generator osu!mac uses.
If I forgot to mention anyone (whether it be you or someone else) message me on osu! since I really want to make sure
that we’ve covered all contributions to this project, no matter how big or small, direct or indirect. Thanks in advance!

2.38 Contact
osu!mac is maintained by aidswidjaja and other community members.
• GitHub: https://github.com/aidswidjaja/osu-mac
• Discord: aidswidjaja (hash) 2805
• osu!: https://osu.ppy.sh/u/aidswidjaja
• Email: osu-mac@adrian.id.au
• Takedowns: takedowns@adrian.id.au
The best way to contact me is through opening an issue on our GitHub repository at aidswidjaja/osu-mac.
For legal and copyright notices, please see License.
Note: The osu!mac documentation project is not affiliated with ppy, osu!, or any of the community members who
developed the wrappers, unless otherwise indicated.

2.39 License
2.39.1 The FreeBSD Documentation License
Copyright 2020 aidswidjaja and other osu!mac contributors. All rights reserved.
Redistribution and use in source (reStructuredText) and ‘compiled’ forms (HTML, PDF, LaTeX, ePub, Zipped HTML,
RTF and so forth) with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:
Redistributions of source code (reStructuredText) must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer as the first lines of this file unmodified.
Redistributions in compiled form (transformed to other DTDs, converted to HTML, PDF, LaTeX, ePub,
Zipped HTML, RTF and other formats) must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions
and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.
THIS DOCUMENTATION IS PROVIDED BY THE osu!mac DOCUMENTATION PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT
SHALL THE FREEBSD DOCUMENTATION PROJECT BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
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PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY
OUT OF THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.
tl;dr:
You can do whatever you want with it as long as you say we made it by including the original copyright notice.

2.39.2 DMCA
Report alleged copyright infringement
It is our policy to respond to notices of alleged infringement that comply with the Digital Millennium Copyright Act
(the text of which can be found at the U.S. Copyright Office Web Site, http://www.copyright.gov) and other applicable
intellectual property laws. Our response may include removing or disabling access to material claimed to be the subject
of infringing activity and/or terminating subscribers.
Infringement notification
To file a notice of infringement with us, please send an email to takedowns@adrian.id.au.
IMPORTANT: Misrepresentations made in your notice regarding whether material or activity is infringing may expose
you to liability for damages (including costs and attorneys’ fees). Courts have found that you must consider copyright
defenses, limitations or exceptions before sending a notice. In one case involving online content, a company paid more
than $100,000 in costs and attorneys fees after targeting content protected by the U.S. fair use doctrine. Accordingly, if
you are not sure whether material available online infringes your copyright, we suggest that you first contact an attorney.

2.39.3 Additional licensing information
Unlicensed source code
This repository at aidswidjaja/osu-mac and it’s respective deployment at osu-mac hosts unlicensed code, available at
• 0e4ef622/wine-discord-ipc-bridge; and
• koukono/wine-discord-ipc-bridge
respectively.
Given that these repositories are unlicensed, it is presumed that the authors reserve all rights, however since it is hosted
on GitHub we hope it’s alright that we’ve included it here for educational purposes. Failing that, the Copyright Act
1968 (Cwth.) provides for the reproduction of content for purpose of research and study under fair dealing.
Under Part III, Division 3, s40:
A fair dealing with a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work,
or with an adaptation of a literary, dramatic or musical work, for
the purpose of research or study does not constitute an infringement
of the copyright in the work.

2.39. License
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where under Part III, Division 4A, s47AB:
computer program includes any literary work that is:
(a)
(b)

incorporated in, or associated with, a computer program; and
essential to the effective operation of a function of that
computer program.

Note: This project is not affiliated or associated with ppy, the maintainers of osu!
osu!, ppy, and the osu! logo remain intellectual property of ppy Pty Ltd, a proprietary (limited) limited company
registered in Australia.
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